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For most investors, earning less than a 5% annualized total return above inflation
means they will likely fall short of meeting their financial needs in retirement. A
couple of years ago, our colleagues West and Masturzo (2016) invited investors
to try the “5% challenge,” posing the question: What are the odds your portfolio
will earn an annualized real return of 5% over the next decade? Since launching
the challenge two years ago, of the more than 53,000 portfolios created, only
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Most investors seek to earn a 5% annualized return above inflation
to securely meet their financial needs in retirement. With today’s low
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expected returns across financial markets, most mainstream portfolios,
including the typical advisor portfolio, are poised to fall well short of this
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3.

A systematic alternative risk premia strategy can deliver valuable
benefits beyond attractive returns, such as improved portfolio
diversification and reduced downside risk.
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14% have topped this mark. Unfortunately, from today’s
starting point of low interest rates and elevated equity
valuations, most mainstream portfolios are doomed to fall
short. The 5% challenge proves difficult even for the relatively diversified portfolios recommended by the average
financial advisor.

egy appears to offer a compelling option which should raise
an investor’s odds of clearing the 5% real return hurdle.

Falling Short: Expected Returns
of Traditional Portfolios

We see a wide gap between 1) the long-term return most
investors base their planning decisions on, and 2) the annualized return their conventional portfolio is poised to realize over the coming decade. In this article, we explore one
path with the potential to close a portion of this gap without materially increasing portfolio-level risk. We propose
adding a liquid and transparent systematic alternative risk
premia strategy as a core alternative allocation to complement investors’ mainstream-centric portfolios. This strat-

Today, we expect a traditional US 60/40 portfolio allocation1 to earn an annualized real return of 0.6% over the
next decade. This translates into less than a 1% probability of achieving a 5% annualized real return. As Brightman
(2012) explains, starting yields make up the largest and
most predictable component of expected returns for most
assets and strategies. A more-diversified portfolio, such as
one recommended by the average financial advisor,2 also
appears to fall far short of most investors’ desired longterm return target. Despite allocating nearly one-quarter

The typical diversified portfolio recommended by advisors has only a 1.5%
probability of earning a 5% annualized real return over the next decade.
Allocation of Advisor Average Portfolio, as of June 30, 2018
1%
4%

4%

Expected Real Return
Expected Volatility
Probability of 5% Real Return

1.6%
9.9%
1.5%

4%
4%

35%

8%

12%

28%
US Large Equities

Core Bonds and Cash

EAFE Equities

Hedge Funds

EM Equities

US High Yield

Commodities and Real Estate

Private Equity

EM Bonds (non-local)

Source: Research Affiliates, LLC, Asset Allocation Interactive Tool.
Note: All data presented herein and on the Asset Allocation Interactive website are estimates and are based on simulated portfolios computed by
Research Affiliates, LLC, and do not reflect the performance of any product or strategy. The data are based upon reasonable beliefs of Research
Affiliates, LLC, but are not a guarantee of future performance. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and Research
Affiliates, LLC, assumes no duty to and does not undertake to update forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to
numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, which change over time. Actual results may differ materially from those anticipated in forwardlooking statements. Please refer to disclosures.

Any use of the above content is subject to all important legal disclosures, disclaimers, and terms of use found at
www.researchaffiliates.com, which are fully incorporated by reference as if set out herein at length.
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“A SARP strategy can
improve the odds of a
portfolio’s meeting its
long-term return hurdle.”
to nonmainstream assets such as credit, commodities, real
estate, hedge funds, and private equity, the typical portfolio recommended by financial advisors, which we call the
Average Advisor portfolio, is priced today to eke out a real
return of only 1.6% a year over the next decade. The probability of its earning an annualized real return of 5% over
that period is a mere 1.5%. A 5% annualized real long-term
return is an increasingly difficult hurdle to clear!

Improving the Odds
Backed by our investment research and supported by our
investing philosophy, we believe including a systematic
alternative risk premia strategy can improve the odds of
a portfolio’s meeting its long-term return hurdle. Such a
strategy harvests robust factor premia, such as carry, value,
and momentum, via long–short exposures to liquid futures
contracts in a straightforward, systematic, and transparent
portfolio design. For instance, we estimate a 20% allocation to such an approach3 more than triples the Average
Advisor portfolio’s probability of clearing the 5% return
target, improving the odds from 1.5% to over 5%, and an
aggressive allocation of 40% moves this probability to
over 21%. Importantly, the alternative risk premia strategy
includes exposures absent from most advisor portfolios, so
the increased return comes along with improved portfolio
diversification, lower portfolio-level volatility, lower
higher-order moments, and reduced downside risk.

Robust Risk Premia
According to the 2018 JPMorgan Institutional Investor survey,4 approximately 36% of the 214 respondents
(pensions, insurance companies, endowments, funds of
funds, consultants, and banks) plan to invest in alternative
risk premia strategies in 2018. Increasingly, these strategies are available to retail investors. These strategies
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can take a variety of approaches, but generally seek to
capture a collection of risk factors, or risk premia, largely
uncorrelated with major markets and to each other, and
are implemented across multiple asset classes and styles.
By gaining exposure through cheap and liquid implementation in a systematic and robust manner, these strategies
tend to harness risk premia at a lower cost and with greater
transparency than traditional alternative structures, such
as hedge funds.
A risk premium is likely to persist when based on a robust
factor. Beck et al. (2016) find that a factor’s robustness
is characterized by being 1) grounded in a long and deep
academic literature; 2) robust across minor perturbations in the factor’s various definitions; 3) robust across
geographies; and 4) implementable, with trading costs
that do not threaten to erode returns. In the alternatives
space, Brightman and Shepherd (2016) describe carry,
value, and momentum as the most well-known, theoretically sound, and empirically robust factors. Our research
findings consistently remind us why emphasizing robustness, liquidity, and implementation quality, while removing
unnecessary complexity, is vital to helping investors reap
and keep the rewards offered by these alternative sources
of risk premia.
Let’s look more closely at the three factors of carry, value,
and momentum.
•

Carry refers to a long position in a relatively
h i g h e r-y i e l d i n g a ss e t f i n a n ce d by a s h o r t
position in a lower-yielding asset. As Brightman and
Shepherd (2016) discuss, often this yield premium—
especially absent an underlying directional market
exposure—serves as compensation for the risk of shifting spot prices. The well-documented currency carry
trade serves as a good example. The trade persists
because investors who hold high-interest-rate currencies seek a yield premium to offset the crash risk that
comes with negative spot price movements concentrated in economic downturns (Lustig and Verdelhan, 2007). And as Keynes’ (1930) theory of normal
backwardation describes, the commodity carry trade
delivers a yield premium in order to encourage speculative capital to provide price volatility insurance to
www.researchaffiliates.com
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producers with large upfront costs (say, when corn
seed is planted) and with uncertain future revenues
(when the crop is harvested and brought to market).
Augmenting carry strategies with other robust factors
designed to determine changes in spot prices, such
as value and momentum, leads to greatly mitigated
volatility, lowered skewness, and insulation against
large drawdowns.
•

Value is another well-established, robust factor with
a long history of academic exploration. One of the
first factors identified, value’s origins can be traced
to the work of Graham and Dodd in the 1930s. Value
refers to the tendency of relatively cheap investments to outperform relatively expensive ones over a
longer holding period, so that value investors tend to
be compensated for patiently holding uncomfortable,
contrarian positions. Value often requires taking on
maverick risk (Arnott, 2003), which makes it particularly well suited for a systematic investment strategy
inherently immune to the behavioral tendency of investors to buy high and sell low.

•

Momentum can be viewed as the mirror image of value.
While momentum and value both aim to predict spot
price movements, they do so over different time horizons, and therefore serve as excellent complements to
one another. Also known as trend following,5 momentum involves buying assets whose prices have been
recently rising and selling those whose prices have
been recently falling. Short-term momentum suggests
that prices initially underreact to a news event, allowing for the continuation in the directional price movement and creating a self-reinforcing trend. In some
markets, momentum can be perpetuated by institutional frictions or actions, such as central banks intervening in the currency markets to stabilize exchange
rates and mitigate volatility.

In the spirit of “no free lunches” we encourage investors
to come to a deep understanding of the sources of risk
that drive their expected returns prior to committing their
investment dollars; some type of risk is almost always present in an investment whether obvious or not! Having an
awareness of the investment risks associated with alterna-
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tive risk premia strategies, which commonly involve the use
of leverage, derivatives, and both long and short exposures,
and which require a high degree of skill in implementation,
is of particular importance.

Construction Considerations
Once satisfied that carry, value, and momentum strategies
are robust and should continue to deliver a desirable return
stream to complement traditional portfolios, the next step
is knowing how to best access these premia and combine
them in a portfolio. We favor using the combination of carry,
value, and momentum because these factors have complementary exposures with clear empirical and theoretical
support and which address the different building blocks
that make up the total return of any investment (Brightman and Shepherd, 2016). As previously stated, carry is
the yield differential earned on a long higher-yielding position and paid on a short lower-yielding position; value can
exploit potential price adjustments over longer horizons;
and momentum targets short-run impacts on spot prices.
Generally, the initial benefit of combining factors in an alternative risk premia strategy shows up as volatility reduction.6 Thus, the correlations of the component factors must
maintain their diversifying properties in order for the strategy to deliver on its promise. We analyze the correlation
levels of all combinations across three factors—carry, value,
and momentum—across four markets—bonds, currencies,
equities, and commodities—from February 1989 through
December 2017. The average pairwise correlation of these
12 sleeves is 0.03, which means they are essentially uncorrelated. Furthermore, the time variation of these average
pairwise correlations has typically been quite low, even

“Importantly, the
alternative risk premia
strategy includes
exposures absent from
most advisor portfolios.”

www.researchaffiliates.com
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A strategy combining the carry, value, and momentum factors across four
asset classes results in virtually zero cross-correlation.
Pairwise Correlations, Simulated Results, Feb 1989–Dec 2017
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Source: Research Affiliates, LLC, using data from Datastream, Bloomberg, and Commodities Research Board.

Any use of the above content is subject to all important legal disclosures, disclaimers, and terms of use found at
www.researchaffiliates.com, which are fully incorporated by reference as if set out herein at length.

Investors should not expect an alternative risk premia strategy
to be without periods of higher cross-correlation.
Average Pairwise Correlation between 12 Sleeves of SARP, One
Month (22-day) Rolling Correlations
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-10%

Source: Research Affiliates, LLC, using data from Datastream, Bloomberg, and Commodities Research Board.

Any use of the above content is subject to all important legal disclosures, disclaimers, and terms of use found at
www.researchaffiliates.com, which are fully incorporated by reference as if set out herein at length.
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over short horizons, with rolling one month (22-day)
correlations wavering between −10% and +10%, although
we have observed several meaningful rises in these correlations over the last 10 years. These short-lived periods of
spikes in correlation are a warning sign of the danger of
the risk and leverage in these strategies and a reminder
that they need to be assumed with a degree of humility, not
with blind adherence to the historical data and the output
of overly calibrated models.
When combining individual factors, product design and
implementation considerations can significantly impact a
strategy’s ability to harvest these premia, as Li and Shepherd (2018) discuss. We support a systematic approach
incorporating a long–short construction and relatively
straightforward design, which has the following benefits:
•

Systematic vs. Discretionary Approach. A systematic
approach, far more immune to psychological and
organizational biases than a discretionary approach,
ensures the strategy remains invested. Many alternative risk premia exist precisely because of psychological tendencies that overwhelm discretionary traders
in the heat of the moment. Abandoning a systematic
process increases the odds of falling right into these
behavioral traps.

•

Long–Short vs. Long-Only Approach. One of the key
features of an alternative risk premia strategy is
limited directional exposure to traditional asset
classes, increasing their value as a useful source of
diversification for the total portfolio. By going long
investments with attractive factor scores and shorting
those that rate poorly, investors can harvest premia
across various markets absent significant risk asso-

“…combining factors in an
alternative risk premia
strategy shows up as
volatility reduction.”

6

ciated with the direction of the underlying markets.
These premia often provide attractive Sharpe ratios,
but with low unlevered returns. The careful application
of leverage in a long–short portfolio design can amplify
returns enough, however, to make them impactful for
the entire portfolio. Of course, the use of leverage and
derivatives magnifies volatility (intentionally so), but
often unintentionally magnifies many other investment
risks, such as model error risk, parameter misestimation, and collateral risk, which brings us to the natural
trade-off between complexity and simplicity in design.
•

Simplicity vs. Complexity. Guided by our investment
beliefs, we caution against unnecessary complexity and overstated claims of infallible investment
processes, which often are merely examples of overfitting and overconfidence. We see less danger in erring
toward reducing complexity and increasing transparency: “Complexity can dampen investor understanding,
which can lead to poor investment decision making
so that an investor’s long-term financial goals are not
achieved…. If a simple design works, ample evidence
suggests that the investor benefits by choosing
simplicity” (Hsu and West, 2016). Avoiding unnecessary complexity helps avoid unintentional data mining
of factor definitions or contract-weighting schemes,
results in lower turnover and more cost-effective
implementation, and increases the likelihood that
out-of-sample results will reflect simulated backtests.

Expected Outcomes
Given the low expected return prospects across most asset
classes, the majority of investor portfolios are poised to
deliver returns far below their desired long-term real return
targets. We review the outcomes investors stand to realize by complementing their mainstream portfolios with an
alternative risk premia strategy.
The right level of allocation to an alternative risk premia
strategy depends on an investor’s tolerance for tracking error
and their comfort level with nonmainstream investment
strategies. For simplicity, we show a spectrum of results for
portfolios that shift away from the Advisor Average portfo-

www.researchaffiliates.com
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Higher allocations to an alternative risk premia strategy improve
the risk-return profile of investor portfolios.

Expected 10-Year Return and Volatility with 10% to 40%
Allocations to SARP, as of June 30, 2018
5.0%

Expected Real Return

4.0%

40% SARP, 60% Advisor
30% SARP, 70% Advisor

3.0%

20% SARP, 80% Advisor
10% SARP, 90% Advisor

2.0%

Advisor Average
1.0%
60/40
0.0%
6.0%

8.0%

10.0%

12.0%

Expected Volatility
Source: Research Affiliates, LLC, Asset Allocation Interactive Tool.
Note: All data presented herein and on the Asset Allocation Interactive website are estimates and are based on simulated portfolios computed by
Research Affiliates, LLC, and do not reflect the performance of any product or strategy. The data are based upon reasonable beliefs of Research
Affiliates, LLC, but are not a guarantee of future performance. Forward-looking statements speak only as of the date they are made and Research
Affiliates, LLC, assumes no duty to and does not undertake to update forward-looking statements. Forward-looking statements are subject to
numerous assumptions, risks, and uncertainties, which change over time. Actual results may differ materially from those anticipated in forwardlooking statements. Please refer to disclosures.

Any use of the above content is subject to all important legal disclosures, disclaimers, and terms of use found at

lio and into an
alternative risk premia
strategy
at allocations
approximately 15% lower than that of the Average
www.researchaffiliates.com,
which are fully
incorporated
by reference as if set outprofile
herein at length.
ranging from 10% to 40% of the portfolio. To estimate the
Advisor portfolio (8.4% vs. 9.9%). This benefit translates
forward-looking return expectations for the asset classes in
into a dramatic improvement in the potential risk-adjusted
the Advisor Average portfolio, we follow the methodology
return, represented by an expected Sharpe ratio of 0.33,
described on our Asset Allocation Interactive web tool. To
exceeding the Sharpe ratio of the Advisor Average portfolio
represent the systematic alternative risk premia option, we
by 1.1x and of a US 60/40 portfolio by 3.8x.
use the long-term return target for our Systematic Alternative Risk Premia (SARP) strategy between a 7% and 9%
The probability of meeting the real return hurdle of the 5%
7
excess return, apply an average volatility expectation of
challenge rises with increasing exposure to the SARP strat11%, and assume that historical cross-correlations with other
egy, from less than 0.1% for a traditional US 60/40 portfoasset classes are indicative of future averages.
lio to over 5% for an Advisor Average portfolio with 20%
allocated to the alternative risk premia approach. As we
Steadily increasing exposure to the SARP approach within
mentioned earlier, doubling the allocation of SARP to 40%
the Advisor Average portfolio leads to rising expected
leads to dramatically improved odds (21.6%) of meeting
returns and falling portfolio-level volatility. An Advisor
the challenge. For many investors, a 40% allocation may
Average portfolio with a 20% allocation to the SARP strat- be well outside their comfort zone, but discomfort often
egy improves its 10-year real return prospect to 2.8% from
goes hand in hand with higher expected returns—one of
the currently estimated 1.6%, while creating a volatility
Research Affiliates’ core investment beliefs.

www.researchaffiliates.com
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Risk-adjusted returns are improved with higher allocations
to an alternative risk premia strategy.
Expected 10-Year Sharpe Ratio with 10% to 40% Allocations to
SARP, as of June 30, 2018
0.60
0.52
Expected Sharpe Ratio

0.50

0.43

0.40

0.33

0.30

0.24

0.20

0.16
0.07

0.10
0.00

60/40

Advisor
Average

10% SARP,
90% Advisor

20% SARP,
80% Advisor

30% SARP,
70% Advisor

40% SARP,
60% Advisor

Note: For illustrative purposes only.
Source: Research Affiliates, LLC.

Any use of the above content is subject to all important legal disclosures, disclaimers, and terms of use found at
www.researchaffiliates.com, which are fully incorporated by reference as if set out herein at length.

Larger allocations to SARP could meaningfully reduce
equity market risk in investor portfolios.

Hypothetical Return Distributions at 0%, 20%, and 40% Allocations
to SARP in Advisor Average Portfolio
Average Ann. Return
Standard Deviation
Skew
Kurtosis

-10%

-5%
Advisor Average

Advisor
Average
1.6%
10.0%
-1.2
4.9

20% SARP,
80% Advisor
2.8%
8.5%
-1.0
3.5

0%
20% SARP, 80% Advisor

40% SARP,
60% Advisor
4.0%
7.8%
-0.6
1.6

5%

10%

40% SARP, 60% Advisor

Note: To demonstrate this, we constructed bootstrapped distributions of 100,000 simulated monthly returns from our expected returns and
historical correlations and higher-order moments.
Source: Research Affiliates, LLC.

Any use of the above content is subject to all important legal disclosures, disclaimers, and terms of use found at
www.researchaffiliates.com, which are fully incorporated by reference as if set out herein at length.
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Importantly, investors who choose to add an alternative
risk premia strategy to their portfolio in order to capture
these potential benefits do not necessarily need to sacrifice liquidity or transparency. Nor does such an allocation
require a huge dent in investors’ wallets, particularly relative to other alternative strategies such as hedge funds.
A portfolio with a 10% allocation to SARP is poised to
produce a Sharpe ratio marginally higher than that of the
Advisor Average portfolio (0.24 vs. 0.16, respectively).
Does this suggest that advisors need to introduce an allocation greater than 10% to make the switch worthwhile or
that advisors are already capturing a large portion of the
benefits associated with these strategies? A careful look
produces a definitive “No.”
Because the SARP strategy has a low correlation with the
Advisor Average portfolio (0.10), substantial risk reduction
can be achieved even at small allocations. Although the
chance of achieving the 5% challenge remains slim, the
volatility reduction arising from an allocation to the strategy is meaningful and the distribution of returns begins
to look more normal;8 that is, the negative skewness and
fat tails associated with equity market risk become miti-
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gated, with stronger impacts noted as allocations to the
SARP strategy increase. Therefore, we conclude that a 20%
or 40% allocation to an alternative risk premia strategy
could greatly reduce the negative tail events and drawdown
risk to which the Advisor Average portfolio is vulnerable,
cutting these instances in half at a 40% allocation.

Conclusion
The prospect of meeting many investors’ desired real return
target of an annualized 5% over the coming decade is not
an easy feat. No wonder it’s been dubbed the 5% challenge. The good news is that investors do not need to drastically reposition their portfolios beyond tolerable risk levels,
often coming with increased downside risk, return dispersion, or a large sacrifice in liquidity or transparency, in
order to achieve better outcomes. Nor do investors need to
consider a rare, costly, uncomfortably complex, black-box
solution to get closer to their return goals. A straightforward alternative risk premia strategy that relies on robust
factors combined in a liquid, transparent, and disciplined
design can be an attractive option for traditional investor
portfolios.

www.researchaffiliates.com
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Errors may exist in data acquired from third party
vendors, the construction of model portfolios,
and in coding related to the index and portfolio
construction process. While Research Affiliates
takes steps to identify data and process errors
so as to minimize the potential impact of such
errors on index and portfolio performance, we
cannot guarantee that such errors will not occur.
The trademarks Fundamental Index™, RAFI™,
Research Affiliates Equity™, RAE™, and the
Research Affiliates™ trademark and corporate
name and all related logos are the exclusive intellectual property of Research Affiliates, LLC and

in some cases are registered trademarks in the
U.S. and other countries. Various features of the
Fundamental Index™ methodology, including an
accounting data-based non-capitalization data
processing system and method for creating and
weighting an index of securities, are protected
by various patents, and patent-pending intellectual property of Research Affiliates, LLC.
(See all applicable US Patents, Patent Publications, Patent Pending intellectual property and
protected trademarks located at https://www.
researchaffiliates.com/en_us/about-us/legal.
html#d, which are fully incorporated herein.)
Any use of these trademarks, logos, patented
or patent pending methodologies without the
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LLC, reserves the right to take any and all necessary action to preserve all of its rights, title, and
interest in and to these marks, patents or pending patents.
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